
GRADUATION DRESS CODE MEMO

Option 1:

1. Each girl graduate must wear a royal cap and gown. The gown should measure 7 to 11 inches from the floor,
with shoes (mid-calf). The graduation cap must be worn with the front point of the cap flat against the middle
of the forehead, with the hair pushed back up under the cap, so that the mortarboard is flat and secure on top
of the head. Should you have any questions about the gown or cap size, see Mr. Turner.

2. To complement the royal cap and gown, each girl graduate must wear the following:
a. Each graduate will receive a white collar. (Do not attempt to iron the collar. Hang the collar to get rid

of wrinkles.)
b. A pair of dress shoes must be worn (NO sporty loafers, tennis shoes, flip flops, etc.) Consider

wearing comfortable shoes. Shoe color must be BLACK – NO exceptions.
c. For garments worn under the gown, use your common sense by trying on the gown. Do not wear a

garment that shows below the hem of the graduation gown or through the cloth of the gown. A
light, solid color or white dress, blouse and skirt. NO bright colors or bold patterns. You should not be
able to see the dress underneath or through the gown.

3. The hair should look clean and neat and the bangs pushed back under the cap. No hairpins, curlers, bows,
combs, etc., should be visible.

4. No obviously visible bright or heavy jewelry may be worn. No long dangling or large hoop earrings.*VPSB
policy concerning body piercing must be followed.*

5. School regulations concerning cleanliness and behavior will be in effect for the graduation ceremony and
rehearsals, and all related activities

Option 2:

1. Each boy graduate must wear a royal cap and gown. The gown should measure 7 to 11 inches from the floor,
with shoes (mid-calf). The graduation cap must be worn with the front point of the cap flat against the middle
of the forehead, with hair pushed back up under the cap, so that the mortarboard is flat and secure on top of
the head. Should you have any questions about the gown or cap size, see Mr. Turner.

2. To complement the royal cap and gown, each boy graduate must wear the following:
a. Each graduate will receive a white collar. (Do not attempt to iron the collar. Hang the collar to get rid

of wrinkles.)
b. A solid, white, button down cotton shirt with standard collar (long or short sleeves.)
c. A long tie (the part that shows must be of a dark color.)
d. A dress pair of BLACK pants and black socks. NO blue or black jeans or work clothes.
e. A pair of BLACK dress shoes – NO sandals, tennis shoes, etc., (A clean, polished pair of

boots is allowed if the pants leg is worn over the boots.)
3. The hair, moustache or beard should look clean and neat.
4. No obviously bright or heavy jewelry may be worn. *VPSB policy concerning body piercing must be

followed.*
5. School regulations concerning cleanliness and behavior will be in effect for the graduation ceremony

and rehearsals, and all related activities.


